Manager Production Management for RFS (Radio
Frequency & Sensors) Products (f/m/div)*
Job description
You want to have the overview from end-to-end instead of being the expert for just one
step? As a Manager for Production Management you will be responsible for the
technical ramp up of our Radio Frequency and Sensors products. Here you will see the
complete picture from the definition of the production landscape to the volume ramp
up and handover to Operations.
In your new role you will:
Work closely with customers (both internal & external) and manage their
expectations and linking requests from customer with manufacturing operations
Commit yourself to milestones and targets regarding cost, yield, volume shipped
and quality from start of ramp-up until ramp up phase completed
Connect the overall operational management and controlling of RFS products in
ramp-up and production
Owner of the production strategy and also ensure manufacturing delivery,
throughput capability during ramp-up and volume production phases for RFS
products
Be responsible for Cost of Sales improvements through yield, test or process
improvements in close cooperation with all related production sites
Lead projects and task force/ focus teams during customer escalations

Profile
You remain focused on solutions, open, and flexible even when under pressure and
ensure high quality by foresighted planning. Furthermore, you are personally
committed to the customer’s concerns and awards them a high priority.
You are best equipped for this task if you have:
Achieved a degree in Electrical Engineering, Physics, Telecommunication,
Electronics or a comparable program
Gained at least 3-5 years of professional experience within Product Engineering,
Supply Chain Development, Product Marketing or production related areas
Experience in working with customers
Obtained working knowledge in Frontend or Backend Manufacturing Processes
Experience in working agile as well as the willingness to adapt to volatile
business situations
Entrepreneurial spirit to represent Infineon towards Subcons and Customers
Willingness to travel to production sites (within Europe and Asia)
Have fluent English skills – German or the willingness to learn it would be an
added plus

At a glance
Location:

Munich

Job ID:

308866

Start date:

immediately

Entry level: 3-5 years
Type:

Full time

Contract:

Permanent
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Contact
Janina Schumann

